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Tuesday of the same month.
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Club News

Mike Regan’s Canberra build
NZ IPMS Nationals Info

From The Editor
Yep, I have blatantly given myself the cover this month! Although
a low pass from a P3 was no substitute for the promised B52
Wings Over Wairarapa was still a great event, and for once my
photos turned out well so I wanted to use one... I’ll do a further
photo spread next month.
Thanks to the President for yet another excellent build article,
this time on his RAF Canberra. Also a note that Jo Martin has
provided me with all the LED lighting info the he presented at
the January meeting but I have had a problem with one of the
files so that will also follow next month.
Finally, I will be throwing my hat in the ring at the AGM to
continue to edit the newsletter for another year, but (assuming
I’m re-appointed!) I will want to call it quits for a while after
that. I’d love to have a chat with anyone who might be interested
in taking over next year...
Aaron
Editor

Front cover: Editor’s shot of 1:1 RNZAF NH90 at Wings
Over Wairarapa in February

Back cover: Jo Martin’s LED-lit display cabinet - details of
the lighting solution to follow next month!
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Club NEws

Club Venue

Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held on the Club night on 28 March 2018,
beginning at 8p.m.
No notices of motion have been received.
In order to speed up the the ‘Minutes of the previous meeting’
agenda item, minutes of the 2018 AGM have been emailed to
members by Grant Matchett.

Annual General Meeting Agenda
1. Roll call for attendance register
2. Apologies
3. Minutes of the previous meeting
4. Report of the President
5. Report of the Treasurer
6. Selection of officers
7. Setting of subscriptions
8. Notices of motion
9. General business

New Zealand IPMS National Competition

NZ IPMS Nationals for 2019 will be held in Christchurch in
September. Full details are given on pages 10 - 15 of this newsletter.

When?

Last Wednesday of each month (except December) at 19.30.

Where?

Trust Room at the Johnsonville Community Centre, 3
Frankmore Avenue, Johnsonville.

How do I get there?
Exit SH1 north- or south-bound at Johnsonville and once
you get to the main roundabout turn down Moorefield Road.
The Community Centre will be on your right, and you can
get to the Trust Room from the Moorefield Road entrance.

Car parking?

Parking is available around the Community Centre building,
on Frankmoore Avenue and Moorefield Road. Additional
parking can be found across Moorefield Road by Johnsonville
railway station and in the Mall car-park.

Room location?

Enter the Community hall from the Southern Entrance on
Moorefield Road, then take the stairs up to the Trust Room.
There’s also a lift available.

Facilities?

There will be tables and chairs, and we will be able to provide
the usual tea and coffee. Home baking is very welcome!

Disclaimer

Opinions expressed in a newsletter article are solely those of the article’s author and do not necessarily reflect the policy and the
rules of Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated. The editor reserves the right not to publish material which may bring Scale
Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated into disrepute, and may edit copy to fit the newsletter. Anonymous, abusive or offensive
material will not be published. Articles published in this newsletter may be republished if the source and author are acknowledged.
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February Club Night Show and Tell

Images: Editor

A selection of images of Jo Martin’s extraordinary 1/12 “mostlyscratchbuilt metal with a bit of Airfix” Brooklands Bentley
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Ray Thorpe’s 1/35 Tamiya M8 in Swedish UN colours from the Congo

Paul Cresswell’s WIP 1/72 Airfix Bf109E-4

Paul also showed off his WIP 1/72 Airfix FW190A-8

Wheel well detail from Paul’s Airfix FW190A-8

Mike Regan’s 1/48Classic Airframes Gloster Meteor NF.II
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Another of Will’s Adeptus Titanicus Titans

Will Vale’s 28mm 1/200 GW Warlord Battle Titan (I think!)
Laura Vale’s 28mm GW Stormcast Sequitur

Another view of Mike’s Meteor
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Canberra Intruder – Airfix 1/48 Canberra B(I)8
WOrds and pictures: Mike Regan
Background
Originating from the showrooms of the one-time Barton
Motors in Preston, England, the English
Electric Canberra is one of the great success
stories of post-WW2 British aviation.

into service as the Canberra B(I)12. Except for Venezuela, all
these countries would use their Intruder Canberras in anger.

Making its first flight on “Black” Friday the
13th, 1949, the Canberra B.2 entered service
with R.A.F. Bomber Command in 1951.
The last operational Canberra, the Canberra
PR.9, would be retired from R.A.F. active
service in 2006 – fifty-five years later.
In its time the Canberra (or “Cranberry” in
service slang) would serve as a bomber with
both conventional and nuclear weapons,
intruder, reconnaissance platform, trainer,
target tug, electronic warfare trainer,
research and test bed, airborne particle
sampler (Operation Grapple) and even air
racer (London to Christchurch, NZ, October 1953).
Canberra operators would span the globe, from the Americas
to New Zealand – the Canberra being one only three British
types to be licence-built for service in the U.S. military – the
others being the De Havilland D.H.4 bomber and the Hawker
Siddeley Harrier (AV-8A/B in U.S. Service).
The subject of this build, the Canberra B(I)8 first flew in
prototype form in July 1954. The new type differed considerably
from the original Canberra, having a completely new forward
fuselage; the “fishbowl” canopy of the Canberra B.2/B.6 was
replaced with an offset “fighter” style canopy for the pilot and his
navigator sat below and in front of the pilot in a nose that had
extra glazing with a window over his map table on the port side
and an extra window on each side behind the clear nose cone.
The pilot had a Martin-Baker ejection seat which would punch
through the fixed canopy, whilst his navigator would have to take
his chances in bailing out of the crew entry door behind his own
seat....
The aircraft could carry a removable belly gun pack designed
by Boulton-Paul with four 20mm cannons and had two hard
points under each outboard wing to carry Microcell rocket pods
or bombs, and later Martel AS.30 missiles.
The new Canberra was also nuclear-capable from the outset,
being able to carry Mk.43 nuclear bombs under the dual-key
arrangement with the U.S.A.F. Indeed, the primary function of
this new Canberra was to provide the tactical nuclear force for
SACEUR (Supreme Allied Commander, Europe) in NATO.
Exclusively assigned to R.A.F. Germany, the Canberra B(I)8
would serve with four squadrons (3, 14, 16 and 88 Squadrons)
until the late 1960s, when newer aircraft such as the Phantom
FGR.2 and Buccaneer S.2 came into service.
The Canberra Intruder was also an export success, with India,
New Zealand, Peru, South Africa and Venezuela taking the type

The Kit
The Airfix family of 1/48th scale Canberras appeared in 2007
and four kits were released; the “standard” Canberra B.2, the
Canberra B(I)8, Canberra PR.9 and the American Martin
B-57B/G Canberra. Compared with what we are used to today
from Airfix/Hornby, all of these (and their 1/72 counterparts)
are rather ordinary. Moulded in pale grey plastic with heavy and
somewhat “soft” panel lines and internal detailing, they really
aren’t up to the modern standard that we expect from Airfix
these days. That said they are an easier build than the Classic
Airframes Canberras (ask me how I know....) but still require
some effort on the part of the modeller.
Quite possibly the weakest part of the R.A.F. Canberra kits are
their canopies; the fishbowl “bomber” canopy is quite misshapen,
being somewhat flattened and with an odd teardrop shape as
well. Just how the good folks at Airfix got this wrong is hard
to understand, given the numbers of Canberras around that
could have had the proverbial tape-measure run over them. The
“fighter” canopy of the B(I)8 and PR.9 is somewhat better, but
it lacks the distinctive “blown” shape of the original when seen
from head-on. This is hard to reproduce this effect in injectionmoulding without using slide moulds that would leave a seam
to be removed from the top of the canopy. When attaching this
canopy, it should be noted that the Intruder Canberra has a
fixed, non-opening canopy; the crew enter and leave the aircraft
through the entry door on the starboard side of the nose. The
Canberra PR.9 has a canopy that opens in conventional clamshell fashion.
Another fault (if you will) is the rudder, which features heavily
scribed lines that simply don’t appear on the real thing. I filled
these with Tamiya Basic White putty and sanded the daylights
out the stuff once it had set – just why these pesky false panel
lines were added is beyond me.
Construction, as pretty much always, starts with the cockpit and
nose interior. As noted above, the detailing here is rather so-
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so and soft, but given that (A) it’s all black
in there and (B) the canopy is fixed closed,
this ain’t a deal-breaker. After assembly
(and masking off the navigator’s window!)
everything was given a blast of Tamiya
XF85 Rubber Black, my go-to paint for
post WW2 British cockpit interiors. The
one-piece clear nose section was hand
painted with the same colour. Some colour
detail was picked out, but otherwise it’s all
a bit gloomy....
Next up was the bomb bay interior, which
also helps to reinforce those loooong
fuselage halves. Once again, simplified detail
all round, but as I was closing it all up to add
the gun pack later, not the end of the world.
Now it’s time for some ballast so this big
bird sits up properly. Herein lies a tale....
Whilst waiting for the fuselage interior to
dry, I got the wings assembled. As can be
expected in this scale, these are rather large – only those of the
Airfix Javelin are comparable in size. Prior to assembly, I cut out
a slot in each lower wing halve for a pylon to carry a Microcell
rocket pod. I also decided that I would not fit the underwing tip
tanks, and filled the locating holes for those with gap-filling CA
glue. The engine nacelle intakes and tail pipes were also added –
and I have to say that the fit of these items was not much better
than those of the “limited run” Classic Airframes Canberra kits.
At this time, I also made up the horizontal tail planes.
Back to the tale of that ballast…
With the cockpit and nose interior painted and installed along
with the bomb bay, I grabbed some of my trusty supply of lead
weight sinkers (courtesy of the Sporting Goods section at The
Warehouse) and added what was a goodly number just behind
the rear cockpit bulkhead. Lashings of thick CA glue and
accelerator served to keep those suckers in place.

In order to ascertain whether I had enough of those sinkers
to do the job. I closed up the fuselage halves and clicked each
wing into place. Balancing the whole shebang on my finger tips
(tricky, given the size of the model) showed a distinct nosedown attitude. Job Done!
Err… no.
Satisfied that all was well, I closed up everything permanently.
Then I added those horizontal tail planes and “CLUNK!” it was
a tail-sitter again.
The words “#$@%^!! (“really?”) and %^&**(@@#$!! (“well, that’s
annoying”) came to mind….
The eventual (desperate) solution was to poke some more sinkers
into the extreme nose, followed by CA glue and black paint to
hide my sins. Now I have a Cranberry that is a determined nosewheel sitter! (Seriously – it will not sit on its tail bumper at all
– nice Cranberry…)

Next step – the bomb bay doors and the gun pack.

16 squadrons.

There are three markings options with in this kit; one is a
Canberra B(I)8 with 16 Squadron RAF Germany as per the
box art and the others are RNZAF and SAAF Canberra
B(I)12s. Neither of which carry the gun pack.

I went for the 16 Squadron option, this depicts a Canberra with
the squadron when based at RAFG Bruggen in 1963 – 16 Sqn
would operate the Canberra until the arrival of the Buccaneer
in 1970.

Straight out of the box, the kit gun pack parts look awful and I
seriously contemplated buying the very nice Quickboost resin
replacement item. Then my tightwad Dutch heritage kicked in
and I decided to see what I could do to spiffy up the kit parts. In
the end, it was pretty easy; I simply cut the domed (?!!) end of
each protruding cannon barrel and hollowed out each muzzle
with the tip of a knife blade – job done.

Whilst not carrying the big shark mouth featured with the kit
decals, the black belly with gun pack is seriously cool and thus
was always going to be the way to go. All that black is offset
by huge white underwing serials and a yellow-bordered black
band surrounding the fuselage roundels.

Prior to attaching each bomb bay door,
I cut out the flashed-over slots for the
gun pack and got those doors into place.
It was a pretty snug fit, but it worked out
OK. Then said gun pack was installed.

I used my usual Xtracolour enamels for the topside green and
grey; two coats of grey followed by masking with about ten

At about this time, I made up each
underwing pylon with its Microcell
rocket pod and assembled the
undercarriage units.

And it’s off to the paint shop….
As noted above, there are three
markings options provided with this
kit; 16 Squadron RAF Germany, 14
Squadron RNZAF and 12 Squadron
SAAF. The first two are finished in
Dark Sea Grey and Dark Green over
High-Speed Silver, whereas the South
African Canberra is overall High-Speed Silver.
I wanted something a little different.
When first introduced into service with RAF Germany, the
Canberra B(I)8 had black undersides, this was later replaced
with high-speed silver and then Light Aircraft Grey. Personally,
I like the original black finish. A lot.
Model Alliance decals to the rescue. One of their many decal
sheets for the Airfix Canberra family covers the B(I)8 variant,
with three of the four squadrons featured; Numbers 3, 14 and

miles of Tamiya 40mm tape and a solid coat of green.
Rather than use my normal paint cup, I elected to use a paint
jar, given the size of this big bird.
With the topside colours done, the demarcation lines for the
black were masked off – making sure to also mask off the wrap
around camouflage on the leading edges of the wings.
I used a witches-brew of Tamiya and Humbrol enamel gloss
black and lacquer thinners, which took over a week to go off
properly. (Note to self – buy more Humbrol gloss black enamel!)

The decals are a mix of the Model Alliance decals and the Airfix
kit decals for the stencils and service markings. On the whole,
they all went down with few hassles, although the opacity of the
white in the Model Alliance decals is less than wonderful. The
only real issue I had was with the lower half of that black/yellow
fuselage band, which proved to be too big. I sorted this by the
simple expedient of slicing the decal in half and overlapping it.
Given that this is on the underside of the model, it’s not too
apparent.

NZ IPMS Nationals
September 2019
The 2019 New Zealand IPMS National Competition &
Model Expo will be held at the Air Force Museum of New
Zealand, Wigram, Christchurch over the weekend of the 7th
& 8th of September 2019.
To commemorate the 75th anniversary of the D-Day landings
the competition theme is D-Day & the Normandy Campaign
which took place from the landings on the 6th of June till the
German retreat over the river Seine on 30 August 1944.
The 2019 New Zealand IPMS National Competition
Presentations & Dinner will be held on the evening of the 7th
of Sept at the Wigram Base Hotel starting at 6-00pm.
Rules are included at pages 10-14 of this newsletter, and the
Facebook page can be found at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/815394225487555/
There is also a link to this page from the Scale Models
Wellington Facebook page.

Overall, I’m more than happy with the finished model. It is
very much an “Old Skool” Airfix kit, and not up to their current
standards, but if you want an Intruder Canberra with the
“fighter” canopy this is as good as it gets for the moment. The
model captures the cockeyed look of the real aircraft with its
offset canopy and leaving off the tip tanks also give the model a
different look. I’m saving those two for a Classic Airframes kit
(yep; glutton for punishment, that’s me!) as they have a better
shape than those of the CA kit.
Although long out of production, examples of this kit can still be
found on line at reasonable prices and I can see a Kiwi Canberra
on my shelf one day.

International Plastic Modellers Society, Christchurch. (Inc)
2019 New Zealand I.P.M.S National Competition

Class List

Class A – Aircraft
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13

NZ Aircraft
Military Aircraft Smaller than 1/48 – Single Prop
Military Aircraft Smaller than 1/48 – Multi Prop
Military Aircraft Smaller than 1/48 – Jet
Military Aircraft 1/48 – Single Prop
Military Aircraft 1/48 – Multi Prop
Military Aircraft 1/48 – Jet
Military Aircraft 1/32-1/24 – WW1
Military Aircraft 1/32-1/24 – WW2
Military Aircraft 1/32-1/24 – Post WW2
Helicopters – All Scales
Civilian Aircraft – All Scales
Box Stock – All Scales

Class B – Military Vehicles
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10

NZ Military Vehicles
Military Vehicles Smaller than 1/48 – WW2 and earlier
Military Vehicles Smaller than 1/48 – Post WW2
Military Vehicles & Equipment 1/48
Armoured Vehicles 1/35-1/32 WW2 and earlier
Armoured Vehicles 1/35-1/32 WW2 – Post WW2
Soft Skinned Vehicles 1/35-1/32 – All Types
Towed Artillery & Miscellaneous Military Equipment
Military Vehicles 1/16 – All Types
Box Stock – All Scales

Class C – Civilian Vehicles
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

NZ Vehicles
Vehicle – Open Wheel
Vehicles – Factory Stock
Vehicles – Modified (Custom/Hotrod/Tuner)
Vehicles – Closed Wheel
Motorcycles
Trucks & Commercials
Box Stock – All Scales

Class D – Dioramas
D1

Diorama – All Types

Class E – Ships
E1
E2
E3
E4

Ships – 1/500 and Smaller
Ships – Larger than 1/500
Ships – 1/48 and Larger
Submarines – All Scales
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International Plastic Modellers Society, Christchurch. (Inc)

Class F – Figures
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6

NZ Figures
Figures – Smaller than 120mm (1/16)
Figures – 120mm (1/16) and Larger
Busts
Vignettes
Fantasy Figures

Class G – Science, Sci-Fi & Miscellaneous
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

Fictional Craft
Missiles and Vehicles
Real Spacecraft
Collections
Any Subject not covered elsewhere

Class J – Junior
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7

Aircraft
Military
Civilian Vehicles
Figures
Ships
Sci-fi and Miscellaneous
Diorama

Class K – Constructors Class
K1

Constructed but Unpainted Models – All Types & Scales

Class N – Non I.P.M.S
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5

Aircraft
Military
Civilian Vehicles
Figures
Sci fi and Miscellaneous

International Plastic Modellers Society, Christchurch. (Inc)

2019 New Zealand I.P.M.S National Competition Rules
The 2019 New Zealand IPMS National Competition Chief Judge is Mr. Leslie Smith.
1. Place getting models in any previous I.P.M.S National Competitions (i.e. 1st, 2nd and
3rd) are not eligible to re-enter the 2019 I.P.M.S National Competition. Any model
that has been previously placed as above can be placed in the Model Expo section.
2. Awards will be by Gold, Silver, Bronze and Highly Commended ribbon with 1st, 2nd
and 3rd place awarded in each class.
3. Models will be judged by I.P.M.S Christchurch appointed judges. Please indicate your
availability when entering if you are able to assist with judging. Entries shall be
judged according to the I.P.M.S Christchurch judging guide.
4. All judge’s decisions are final. No debate or correspondence will be entered into.
Feedback from judges is permitted on Sunday the 8th once all judging is complete.
This allows a modeler to improve by receiving constructive feedback.
5. To be eligible for “Best NZ Subject” the model must be entered in the appropriate NZ
section. The only exceptions to this will be NZ subjects in Diorama, Ships, ScienceSci-Fi & Miscellaneous and the Junior class.
6. To be eligible for “Best D-Day & Normandy Campaign Subject” the model must
depict an aircraft, vehicle, figure or ship/boat that took part in the Normandy
Campaign between 6 June and 30 August 1944. Please indicate this when entering.
7. To be eligible for “Best Constructed Subject” the model must have been completely
constructed with no paint applied.
8. Collections will consist of 4 or more closely related items (eg: four different WW2
tanks would not be a collection but four Sherman tanks would). The collection must
be the sole work of the entrant.
9. Bases are allowed in all categories. They will not be considered in the judging except
in the diorama or vignette’s classes or where 2 models may be tied for a placing. All
endeavors will be made not to handle models not on a base.
Any models entered on bases must be securely fixed to that base or it
must be made clear that the model is not fixed to that base.
10. A diorama shall generally be aircraft and or vehicles with figures on a single scenic
base depicting a scene. Note: a single figure, vehicle or aircraft displayed on a base
with ground cover will not constitute a diorama. A vignette shall generally be 2-3
figures on a single scenic base depicting a scene.
11. Box stock classes are intended to recognize excellent models produced from the
materials provided in the box from the manufacturer. For those entering Box Stock
please note the following:
-

Original instructions must be supplied with your entry.
Alternative decals may be used.
No aftermarket or scratch built detailing allowed.

International Plastic Modellers Society, Christchurch. (Inc)
-

No alterations are to be made to the material of the kit (i.e. no thinning of edges,
no drilling of parts.
Panel lines may be repaired if damaged during construction. Extensive rescribing
of panel lines is not permitted.

12. Entries may comprise of any generally accepted modeling material (i.e. plastic, resin,
wood or metal). All models must have been built and painted by the entrant.
13. Junior class entrants must be 16 years of age or younger at the time of the
competition.
14. Final class and category placement of models is at the discretion of the Competition
Committee.
15. I.P.M.S Christchurch will take all care with your models but will accept no
responsibility for any damage that may occur.
16. Entries may be removed from the tables from 3pm, Sunday 8th of September. If you
need to remove your model earlier please organize this when entering with the
competition committee.

